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How You Can COMPLETELY EXPLODE Your 

Bank Account in 90 Days or Less if You 

Follow a SIMPLE Step-By-Step Plan to Use 

the Internet with a SPECIFIC SYSTEM That I 

Have NEVER Revealed Before This Event! 
 

And No...This Has NOTHING to Do With 
Those Tired Old Internet Strategies That 

Don't Work Such As: 

* Affiliate PPC Marketing 

* Google AdSense 

* Google AdWords 

* Banner Ads & Blogs 

* Selling Stuff Via Online Auction 

* And Anything Else "Pre" 2019/2020 

 

Get Ready for the Most Exciting 
Bootcamp Seminar Event EVER! 

 

The Money Funnel Internet Cash Flow Bootcamp 
Seminar Event Where You’ll Walk Out with a 

COMPLETE Million-Dollar Business! 
 

This is Like NOTHING I've EVER Done a Seminar Event On!   
And Like NOTHING I'll Present Ever Again! 

  
Dear Future Millionaire, 

 

I've had an influx of students asking me over the past few months, "Monica, I need to get into some kind of 

business that will make me a lot of money right away.  What should I get into for an immediate cash flow…like in a 

few days or a week?" 

The Money Funnel 4.0 Secret REVEALED For the FIRST TIME EVER! 
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My answer to that question is with my Money Funnel Internet Cash Flow Secrets where I plan on showing my 

students – including and especially you – my EXACT easy-to-implement “plug-and-play” success blueprint in precisely 

what I do to make my MASSIVE income online and what you can use to instantly start making money online. 

Listen, I get it.  Some of my students – and maybe this includes you too – have had issues setting up their online 

businesses because there are many technical elements to all of this.  And many of my students are unable or unwilling to 

complete their first online Money Funnel.  They get stuck before they even get started! 

But, for the first time with my Money Funnel Business Strategies, I have something really incredible… 

 

That WILL Change Your Life!  GUARANTEED!   

But ONLY If You Get Your Ass MOVING On It Which I’m Going to FORCE You to Do By Helping You 

Building Your Million-Dollar Internet Business ON THE SPOT WHILE YOU’RE AT THE EVENT! 

 
It's easy to park your ass on an uncomfortable seminar chair for days on end, get all excited about the notion of financial 

freedom, go home and...DO ABSOLUTELY NOTHING!  (Maybe you’re guilty of this too!) 

This is why I've always presented material in "sections."  If things seem organized, topic-relevant, and easy to do then people 

get their asses out there and actually do something with their newfound knowledge. 

And now with my upcoming Money Funnel System 4.0, I have a never-before-revealed completely brand new revelation to 

reveal which will make starting an online business for you even easier than ever before!  Even better, I’ll present everything to you in 

“bite-size chunks” so you can easily understand and implement each step that I present. 

"Okay, Monica...now you lost me." 

Imagine an engine.  Like the one in your car.  No single part alone can make it work.  You need multiple parts working 

together to make it work effectively.  Yet it's only ONE engine.  It's NOT 2 or 3 or 4 engines.  It's just ONE engine.  But ONE engine 

needs MULTIPLE PARTS to work correctly to successfully work. 

And this is what the Money Funnel System is like.  An engine.  With multiple working "parts," of course. 

 

Aggressive Income vs. Passive Income...Using BOTH to Retire in 36 Months or Less 

But Here's the Catch:   

You Have to Have a Kick-Ass Aggressive Business to Make This All Work!! 

 
Over the years, I've basically taught my students ONLY about passive income (real estate investing).  A handful 

of years ago I barely started touching on "aggressive income" with my Millionaire Money Club. 

I loosely presented different home-based business opportunities to my Millionaire Money Club students.  I gave 

no specific direction because each month we cover a different business type or opportunity altogether. 

And then something strange began to occur... 

While I lost about a third of my students in almost a "mass exodus" type scenario, those that stuck behind started 

making huge amounts of money.  And fast!  They weren't afraid to build a website or find products using specific websites 

or to actually USE my knowledge to their financial benefit. 

I realized that those who left the group were too lazy or overwhelmed to build a website. 

"Screw them," I said.  Why should they reap the rewards of our 21st century technology by refusing to learn 

anything about it?  If they're not willing to watching a few video tutorials to learn how to do this stuff, let them seek out 

dead-end jobs in factory assembly lines and live paycheck to paycheck as they have been.  Because... 

 

If You're Not Willing to Work for It, You Don't Deserve It 

 
I don't know of ANY "wealth system" out there that allows you to pitch in NO MONEY and NO EFFORT while 

reaping massive financial rewards.  An opportunity like that simply doesn't exist. 

But the word "work" is relative. 

Do I mean "work" as in digging ditches in the middle of Death Valley in August for 18 hours a day? 

Noooooooooo. 

The word "work" means figuring it all out, doing it CONSISTENTLY, and getting a successful result from your 

"labor" by using maximum leverage for the minimum work possible. 

So, the guy working at his computer to build a website, drive traffic to it, and then gets loads of money pouring 

in...that's "work," folks!  Smart work...but "work" nonetheless.  And it is the type of “work” that makes the most money 

the quickest way imaginable. 
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And this is what you'll be doing...MINUS the "learning curve," MINUS the aggravation of re-inventing the 

wheel, MINUS trying to figure out what to sell, to which markets, how to sell it, and MINUS the building of your own 

website or Money Funnel from scratch. 

In fact, did you know that you should NEVER first find a product but that you should ALWAYS find the market 

(a.k.a. “the hungry crowd”) first? 

This single reason is why most small businesses fail.  You see the guy wanting to start his small taco 

shop/restaurant because he's in love with the idea of making tacos all day yet nobody wants his crappy tacos in Milton, 

Maine (if that's a real city, which I doubt) or some other off-the-wall place that has NO MARKET for Mexican food.  Yet 

put his taco shop/restaurant in the middle of downtown LA, preferably right next to the federal courthouse, and we have 

something to talk about...because we now have a hot product in the middle of a HUNGRY MARKET. 

Here's something else I want to reveal... 

 

You Can't Just Be in ANY Kind of Business to Be Successful… 

 
Having a yogurt shop...total waste of time. 

Having a clothing boutique...not enough cash flow. 

Having a mom-and-pop real estate agency...need I explain why those aren't making any money? 

It floors me how people run out and open some kind of business with loads of start-up money they borrowed from 

their home equity without doing some BASIC math.  How many cups of $3 yogurt with a $1 in toppings do you have to 

sell PER DAY just to cover your overhead?  (Forget about making any type of profit!)  How many t-shirts and fake-gold 

bangles do you have to sell to cover your rent, staff, and electric to have your dream boutique store?  (Again, what kind of 

profit margin could you possibly have?) 

My daughter and I love the show Shark Tank.  But I’m constantly bamboozled by some of the stupid businesses 

that end up on the show.  I often wonder… “Have any of these people done THE MATH before deciding to commit to this 

business?”  Many of them, I doubt, busted out a calculator beforehand otherwise the may have chosen something else. 

You have to know WHAT to sell and HOW to sell it and TO WHOM to sell it to.  And God forbid...DUMP THE 

OVERHEAD!  That's where making money on the internet comes in! 

Learn how to do a few things...very simple things.  And viola!  You have $20,000 to $30,000 a month coming in 

the door.   And you don't even have an office, any employees, a customer service team, shipping department, or ANY of 

the headaches that come with owning and operating a “traditional” business! 

But...you CANNOT be TOO LAZY or have no interest in learning how to join the technological age.  Lazy and 

inept people don't deserve to cash in on these highly lucrative home-based business opportunities because...how can 

ANYONE expect to achieve the greatest amount of financial freedom while putting in NO MONEY and NO EFFORT? 

Impossible!  Absolutely impossible! 

You can't get anywhere while being lazy.  Even worse, it's not difficult to build a website, rope prospects into 

your sales pitch, and start seeing loads of cash pour in.  Yet some people think they deserve this without lifting a finger to 

learn how to put together a website (which is pretty f****** easy), learning simple online marketing, learning basic copy 

(sales letter writing), and some other ridiculously simple and basic elements for huge aggressive income cash flows. 

But that's what I'm here for:  I'll show you the EXACT WHO, WHAT, and HOW WITHOUT forcing you to re-

invent the wheel, struggle your ass off, or get so aggravated that you end up throwing in the towel before you’ve started. 

And marketing on the internet is perhaps the "laziest" way you'll be able to pull in between $20,000 and $50,000 a 

month in profits. At least it's the "laziest" way that I know of...but ONLY if you do it a certain way.  MY WAY! 

 

Aggressive Income...Your Key to the Door of Having Ultimate Financial Freedom!  

But Most Importantly:  You Have to Know WHERE to Aim Your Aggressive Income;  

If You Don't, It'll Be the KISS OF DEATH! 

 
Guaranteed, if you follow my aggressive income strategies EXACTLY as I lay it out, you WILL make tons of 

cash.  Many of you will be able to see an income between $20,000 and $50,000. 

But WHERE you put it is even MORE important than making it. 

Take it from me who LOST fortune after fortune because I didn't start learning WHERE to apply my aggressive 

income until later in life. 
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And if I would have known about the Total Wealth System (Aggressive Income poured/funneled into Passive 

Income) a long time ago, I would have been out of the picture a long time ago.  (Lucky for you that I'm not...yet.) 

You see, trends change.  You may be making tons of cash from a product you're selling now, then the tides 

suddenly change.  Then the cash flow stops. 

And if you parked your money where it needed to go, you won't be stressing out.  In fact, you'll be able to trek 

through the Andes Mountains, help poor kids learn how to read in Africa, backpack through Europe, write the next 

American novel, or whatever else you've always wanted to do while recharging your batteries. 

Once you realize how devastatingly BORING retirement is, you'll go back to doing some kind of money-making 

project to double or triple your wealth just to keep you busy.  And when you don't need the money, money seems to pour 

in faster and much more effortlessly.  And it's fun too because you get to pick projects and products you like rather than 

selling dildos on a street corner.  (Just kidding.  I wanted to slip that in to be sure you're still paying attention.) 

But we ALL like the lure and attraction of "retirement" even though the reality of being able to STAY retired 

takes a certain kind...or a lot of Quaaludes and whiskey to keep your busy mind at bay.  It's not retirement you're after.  It's 

the freedom to hang it all up at ANY time and do whatever you want at the drop of a hat. 

 

Gain Exclusive ACCESS to My "Copy & Paste" Highly Successful Tested-and-Proven Money Funnel 

Clone Campaigns That You Can Use IMMEDIATELY for INSTANT Cash Flow! 

 
You will get several highly successful tested-and-proven website clones marketing campaigns along with the 

“plug-and-play” clones that you can use for direct mail, on a website, or both.  This these are ONLY for those of you 

who show up to the event.  And will be based on one of the most successful and highly profitable products out there right 

now. 

Most of you can't dispute how good of a copywriter I am.  No, I'm not the best in the world.  I think Gary Halbert 

was.  (God rest his soul.)  But I'm a close second...maybe third.  Whatever.  I can write pretty well and I can get people to 

buy stuff.  That's my basic point here. 

And you can bank off that skill by using my successful tested and proven campaigns that is currently pulling in 

huge cash flows for one of my other companies. 

Use this campaign step-by-step and you WILL get rich with it. 

But it's only for those who SHOW UP to the event. 

Not only will you be given these highly profitable and tested-and-proven successful campaigns, but you'll also be 

shown exactly how to use it and to profit from it. 

If you don't show up, you won't get it.  If you decide to hold out and get the videos of the event later...you STILL 

won't get the campaign.  It's ONLY for those who show up to this event. 

These campaigns have made me a fortune.  They are tested and proven.  And now you can have them all.  But 

only if you come! 

 

How You Can Make a Killing With a Very Simple Money Funnel Model That Can Make You a MINIMUM 

of $2,500 Per Week By Itself! 

 
This very simple funnel model can make you a “mere” $2,500 per week in pure profits: 
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What does all this mean?  This is about to blow your mind so I hope you’re NOT reading this right before 

bedtime…otherwise you’re about to be up ALL NIGHT from sheer excitement at how quickly your life is about to 

personally and financially forever!  But first…let’s go over something that I’ll be covering on the first day of this 

powerful event and then we’ll get to your OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME!  It’s a rare opportunity that those who 

register and attend will automatically be able to participate in! 
 

The $20,000-a-Month Secret – Revealed on Day Two – For the VERY FIRST TIME EVER! 

The Highly Profitable Online Money Funnel That Will EXPLODE Your Bank Account Within 

MERE WEEKS of Starting Your Brand-New Business From Scratch 
  

I have to tell you the truth.  I was going to wait until late-2020 to present this power-packed super secretive and 

brand new cutting-edge online cash flow strategy.  But I realized that I simply CANNOT WAIT to present this to you for 

several reasons:  
 

1) Anything about “online marketing” has the shelf-life of a banana.  Because this is mostly about online 

marketing (even though some of it can be done offline only if you choose to add this component), the main way to 

drive traffic to the other essential online marketing components is through online marketing.  No, it’s not by using 

Google AdWords (unless you want to lose your shirt) or other pay-per-click (PPC) strategies.  It’s not by using 

eBay or Amazon.  It’s not at all about using banner ads, blogs, or any other strategies that you may suspect.  And 

it’s critical that I get the latest and most profitable strategies to you RIGHT NOW before they change again! 

2) I’m so excited about how financially powerful this brand-new online marketing strategy is that there is 

absolutely NO WAY that it would serve my students in the best possible way I can UNLESS I present this 

powerful information before I do anything else.  We are entering into a recession as I write this sentence.  

People are already feeling the crunch and they need to know this:  “What can I do RIGHT NOW to start making 

money…and fast?”  The answer: THIS is what you should do because – out of everything I’ve mastered over the 

years for making money – THIS is the “thing” that makes the most money the fastest without a huge financial 

outlay or risk in the beginning.  (Yes, you can start your online business with only a few hundred bucks!) 

3) I need to update my Money Funnel 3.0 System and I need event videos for this update.  I am constantly 

upgrading my courses.  Since I’ll be updating my Money Funnel 3.0 System to the 4.0 version in the late spring, 

I’ll be doing an event that will be included in the deluxe version of the new course.  This means that those of you 

who attend this event will get the FIRST GLIMPSE of this amazing online marketing strategy before everybody 

else does.  It also means that you’ll have to act on it fast before everyone else starts using it because that will 

create A LOT of competition VERY QUICKLY.  You’ll have the opportunity to find out this secret strategy and 

gain an upper hand over any competition coming in as a Johnny-Come-Lately because you’ll already have your 

business up and running before the videos are released.  And yes, it only takes a few days to completely set up 

your business.  That’s how fast it happens!  This is the FASTEST and most profitable online marketing strategy 

there is right now so it would be VERY SMART for you to show up to this event. 

4) I am stepping away from my highly profitable real estate and investing information publishing empire as I 

enter into the next phase of my life due to the recent release of my book: The Lost Secret.  But…instead of 

letting this empire go altogether, I’d like to pass the opportunity ONTO MY STUDENTS for YOU to make 

money as affiliates for the sales of my real estate and other investing systems.  Why settle for making money with 

the run-of-the-mill low-level $99 Clickbank.com products when you can make 50% commissions on the sale of 

products that cost $1,000 or more for each sale?  This unique Global Success Strategies – Success For Life 

Affiliate Opportunity will be offered as a license to those of you who register for and attend this powerful event.  

Since I have to LIMIT this opportunity to only a handful of students, ALL who register and attend this event will 

be given this license as part of the seminar enrollment fee to be able to sell these highly profitable products!  To 

be clear, you will be given TWO options: sell your own stuff or sell affiliate stuff.  But I will show you how to 

wildly profit from selling other people’s stuff so you don’t have to reinvent the wheel, have the hassle of having 

a business including renting a warehouse, having employees, having a customer service team or shipping stuff 

out!  I have A LOT of experience with all that stuff and I can tell you…IT REALY SUCKS to have a regular 

business.  Avoid it like the plague!! 

 

But I think I’m getting a little ahead of myself here.  Probably because I’m soooooo excited about all of this.  I 

first have to tell you how I came across the most cutting-edge online profit secrets of all time…and how it cost me a 

fortune (over $120,000) to discover this secret.   
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So, what’s this big secret?  What’s this secret strategy all about??   

 

 

First of all, as an entrepreneur with several businesses, investments, and other financial interests, I am constantly 

discovering new things almost every single day.  The internet is the most rapidly changing medium for marketing.  It 

changes by the hour, it seems.  Without direct knowledge and access to these new strategies, you may as well give up on 

trying ANYTHING when it comes to making money online because…well, all the stuff (from even a few months ago) is 

pretty much obsolete now.  Sorry, but that’s how the ball bounces in this online biz. 

Second of all, there isn’t just ONE strategy.  There are a small handful of strategies.  Here’s a little sketch of what 

the second powerful strategy is for the “umbrella” online marketing secret as given to me by one of my friends and 

business associates, Russell Brunson: 

 

 

 
 

If this seems overwhelming, don’t let it!  This is just a little sketch to show you something pretty spectacular that 

will be explained in detail at this upcoming event, especially how you can massively profit from this above sketched 

paradigm even without having a single product of your own to start with.   

But this sketch is, perhaps, my favorite: 
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Here’s another powerful illustration of what you’re about to discover.  All of these steps are COMPLETELY 

AUTOMATED so you’re literally making money when you’re sleeping selling other people’s products.  If it seems 

like a lot for you to do, guess what?  It’s not.  You set it up ONCE in a day or two and it makes money week after week, 

month after month by itself without you doing much of anything.  I’ve never seen anything so easy, automated, and 

profitable since the INCEPTION of Internet marketing.  Seriously. 

Now, many of us think that things have gotten harder online.  While that’s true, there is a new frontier that is 

opening up for those of you who want to listen.  And it’s opening up WIDE.  Maybe I should tell you a smidgen about it 

and why part of this online success equation is actually DIFFERENT than everything you’ve heard before.  I’ll give you 

PART of one of the secrets now. 

 

How to Make a KILLING in a Little-Known Profit Market That Almost NOBODY Targets in the USA 
 

Things in other countries are still much how they USED to be here in the United States.  This means that people 

are very receptive to marketing messages while we turn a blind eye and virtually ignore most of our emails, blinking 

banner ads, and even the most outrageous of online marketing spectacles.  We have built up a heavy immunity to the very 

same marketing messages and strategies that used to be highly effective only a mere decade ago. 

But that’s not the case in other countries like the UK, Australia, Canada and many other areas of the world! 

In fact, not only are these international customers HIGHLY RECEPTIVE to marketing messages and creative 

copywriting in ads and sales pieces but they are incredibly interested in purchasing American products of pretty much 

ANY kind.  So, while everyone here in the United States is fighting over the same marketing-immune-and-repulsed 

consumers, people overseas are clamoring for the chance to buy American products including (and especially) 

information products on investing/making money AND many health supplement products. 

The clincher is to use specific marketing messages selling specific products to specific international markets using 

specific online marketing strategies.  And THAT’S what I’ll be revealing to you.  It’ll be the first time ever that I reveal 

this top secret online marketing strategy.  And if you think international customers are cheap, scoff at paying high 

shipping prices, or have issues waiting several weeks sometimes to get a package, THINK AGAIN.  They are the ones 

who will pay MORE for your products, won’t mind paying high shipping costs, and will wait with baited breath for your 

package no matter how long it takes.  Yes, it’s a breath of fresh air.  And no, they’re nothing like the impatient, whiney 

cry-baby American consumer crowd.  I know, nice!  Right? 

 

“But You Said All This Stuff is Timely So…How Long Can I Make Money With All This??” 
 

You’re right.  It is timely.  VERY TIMELY!  But you can slide on in, take first position in this newest and most 

effective set of online marketing strategies right now and permanently claim your spot for years to come.  And, if you 

WEBSITE 

SECRET #1 
SECRET #2 
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focus at least 50% of your marketing positioning in the international market, you will NOT be dethroned from the 

profitable cash flowing internet market for many, many years to come. 

Will it take a lot of money to do this?  No.  You can get started with a few hundred dollars.  Your biggest 

investment will be in setting up shop including using this fascinating new tool that I only stumbled on a little while ago.  

It’s a single tool that can help you do everything from allowing you to have a landing page (instead of getting a hosting 

service or a WordPress page), have an email blast system (without using Aweber or Infusionsoft a.k.a. “Confusionsoft”), 

set up your online marketing funnels (without gluing together multiple systems), and by quickly setting up a merchant 

account inside the system within a day (so that you can take all credit cards immediately).  This tool is the most amazing 

thing I’ve ever seen, making everything seamless and super easy like never before! 

One more thing I should mention: you can start making money with this new online marketing funnel system 

within one week or less.  It’s like nothing else I’ve ever seen.  It’s nothing short of amazing and it’s incredible how far 

online technology has come even compared to a few short years ago.  All of this will completely blow your mind.  

Guaranteed!  Here’s the curriculum for this powerful upcoming event: 

 

• Day 1:  How to Quickly and Effortlessly Get Started with a Highly Profitable Online Business.  On this first 

day, you'll discover how to quickly set up your online business.  I’ll be talking about the HOW, the WHAT, and 

the WHO of online money-making strategies for 2020.  Most importantly, I’ll help you structure your business for 

maximum financial and personal freedom.  This includes abolishing the “old school business model” of needing 

an office/warehouse, employees (including customer service staff), insurances, inventory, a shipping department 

and all the other overhead and headaches that go along with having a “regular” business.  We’ll be skipping over 

all of that burden and getting you into a business with NONE of those things while allowing you to reach the 

heights of maximum profitability with no overhead or stress. 

• Day 2:  How to Set Up a Highly Profitable Online Home-Based Business...and YES!  For those of you who 

bring a laptop, you'll be setting up your business in this one afternoon using our tested-and-proven affiliate 

CLONES.  For the fastest possible track to financial freedom, why reinvent the wheel?  Use our tested-and-

proven business blueprint to quickly put together a complete home-based business in one afternoon...a business 

that can make you $20,000 or more in net profits per month!  For those of you who don’t bring a laptop, it won’t 

be the best use of your time but you can certainly take notes to your heart’s content.  However, if you’re going to 

make the trip out to Detroit, why not maximize your time there?  Bring a laptop and we’ll help you set up at least 

one money-making clone while you’re in the room! 

• Day 3 (For Platinum VIP ONLY):  Online Marketing Strategies and Additional Money Funnel Clones will 

be introduced on this third day for Platinum VIP ONLY.  You'll discover EXACTLY how to get endless amounts 

of cost-effective traffic to your website.  This will include taking some of our tested-and-proven already-done 

"plug-and-play" ads and marketing materials.  You can start getting traffic to your website within only a few 

hours after completing this day's training!  This is POWERFUL STUFF.  By the time this day ends, you'll have an 

up and running million-dollar website up and running, and getting traffic!  You may even have your first order in 

before the evening is over!! 

 

The Final Day is a Powerful Training Session to Get Your Money Funnels Set Up and Making Money 

RIGHT NOW!  This Bonus Platinum VIP ONLY Day Can Be Reserved ONLY for a Handful of Students 
 

Day Three is ONLY for Platinum VIP attendees ONLY.   

This final day will be on Sunday (which will last all day) and will consist of a very unique yet highly effective and 

groundbreaking Money Funnel Building Day.  This is a hands-on workshop where we will work setting up your profitable 

Money Funnels that I already have ready to go for you (including the websites for my highly profitable affiliate program).  

Not only will you know which products are the most profitable and how to tap into this pot of gold but during this final 

day you’ll be setting up your online businesses right then and there.  If you are registering as Platinum VIP (highly 

recommended), YOU ARE REQUIRED TO BRING YOUR LAPTOP!   

This session is only for those of you who really want to get their businesses up and running as fast as possible 

with a very clear action plan plus a set of game-changer website clones to help take you from nothing to a $20,000-a-

month enterprise. 

If you really want this business to work for you, you MUST come to this session.  It will explain all of the tools 

and exactly how to use them for maximum profit impact in the shortest amount of time and help get you set up with 
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everything you need to operate your highly profitable business right on the spot.  I’ve never done anything like this event 

and there definitely won’t be another event like it.   
 

On Top of the Hands-On Workshop on the Final Day, Here’s What Else Platinum VIP Gets… 
 

• Dinner with Me on All 3 Nights of the Event (March 20th, 21st and 22nd) with Transportation Provided 

• Bonus Day Training Workshop (All Day on March 22nd) 

• Front-Row Seating for the ENTIRE EVENT 

• Videos of the Entire Event After the Conclusion of the Event (About 3 Weeks Later) 

• Follow-Up In-Depth Online Webinar Training Session (Approximately 3 Weeks After the Event) 

• 60-Minute One-on-One Consulting Session with Me Directly After the Event to Ensure You’re ON TRACK 
 

 

For Everyone Who Wants to MAXIMIZE THEIR TIME At This Event, There Are Only THREE (3) THINGS I’d 

Like You to Have Set Up BEFORE This Powerful Event Starts: 

 

• You’ll need an S corporation in your home state (where you live now).  And if you’re not sure what kind of 

product you’ll settle on (as most people aren’t), choose a very nondescript generic business name like 

Zoentral Inc. or something that doesn’t indicate any specific type of product. 

• You will need a business address, business phone number and a business email address.  The address can be a 

P.O. Box or a street address from a mailbox place.  Your business phone number can be an extra cell phone 

line or a Vonage number.  And you can get a professional email from GoDaddy.com.  I recommend selecting 

a domain name that you WILL NOT be using for any one of your Money Funnels.  This can emulate your 

company name like ZoentralInc.com.  And when you check out from GoDaddy.com, have then ADD an 

email to this domain.  It can be something like info@yourcompany.com. 

• You’ll need 1 domain and a simple website (which you’ll get through a specialized system I use at 

www.MoneyFunnelFreeTrial.com).  If you’re not sure about the domain (because you don’t know which 

types of products you’re offering) then you can wait on the domain.  You can also wait to start your free 14-

day trial at www.MoneyFunnelFreeTrial.com until the night before the event starts. 

 

This is all simple stuff to set up beforehand and you’ll be getting more thorough instructions on what to do 

once you register for this powerful event! 
 

 

The Most Amazing Money-Back Guarantee That I’ve EVER Offered! 
 

The money-back guarantee that I’m about to give you is extraordinary.  If, after you leave the event, you start 

using all of the strategies I’ve given to you and you don’t start making money within 30 days, give me a call and I’ll give 

you your money back on the event!  Yes, it’s the most brazen money-back guarantee I’ve EVER offered and this is 

because I know how powerful these strategies can be for you IF you decide to implement them.  (And you’d be a fool if 

you discovered this powerful information at this event and chose to do nothing about it.) 
 

This is ONLY Meant for Those Who Are Really Serious About Making Some Major Personal and 

Financial Changes in 2020…Those Who Attend WILL Have All of the Tools and Strategies Needed to 

Make $20,000 Per Day With a Very Easy-to-Do Online Business 
 

Listen, if you’re meant to be at this event, you’ll make it.  If you’re thoroughly sick of running on the treadmill of 

life and getting nowhere no matter how hard you pray, how many affirmations you recite, how many “good deeds” you do 

just to find yourself broke, frustrated, and miserable then you NEED to find a way to be at this event.  It has the ability to 

totally and completely TRANSFORM YOU over the course of a single weekend on every level imaginable!  And only 

you know how badly you need this transformation, this total personal and financial breakthrough that will finally allow 

you to have, be, and accomplish everything you’ve ever dreamed of! 

But that’s not all.  You’ll also be given the exact set of cutting-edge online marketing strategies that have NEVER 

been revealed before.  Not only will you fully understand them but you’ll have all the tools necessary to fully implement 

them the second you get home. 

 

This is Going to Be ONE HELL OF AN EVENT!  I Can Hardly Wait! 

http://www.moneyfunnelfreetrial.com/
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I've never done an event like this before.  Yes, I'm a good marketer.  No, I've never once shared a single secret of 

my "magic" to anyone. 

Until now! 

And I actually can't wait. 

I cannot wait to rip the sheet off my masterpiece... The Money Funnel 4.0 Secret -- and to show all my most 

prized secret money-making strategy of all.  And even better...guiding you in using it step-by-step so you DO NOT have 

to waste time re-inventing the wheel (like I did), failing left and right (like I did) and waiting several years to discover 

how aggressive and passive income work hand-in-hand! 

Your turn to get rich from my blood, sweat, and tears!  
Now, I understand I haven't revealed too much of what I'm talking about.  I did the same thing when I put on my 

Detroit Underground Secret Event.  I told everyone basically...nothing.  Yet I had OVER 130 people sign up and attend 

the event within 4 weeks after I started promoting it. 

And it was one of the best events I ever did! 

Sooooo...sorry if I'm not revealing too much.  That's what a "secret" event is all about.  You won't understand 

99% of what I'm getting at until you get there when I reveal my Money Funnel 4.0 Secrets to you on the spot! 

And if you think it's ALL about my “old school” Internet Cash Flow Strategies...you're wrong.  If you think I'll be 

talking about the same lame nonsense about Internet marketing such as affiliate PPC marketing, AdWords, AdSense, 

Adwords or anything else that stopped working more than 10 years ago, again you're wrong! 

If you think it's about ANY of the "same ole" cash flow strategies I've presented  before…you are DEAD 

WRONG!  

And if you remotely believe it's about ANYTHING I've EVER revealed before to ANY of my students...you're 

SUPER DUPER BIG TIME WRONG! 

Guess you'll have to meet me in Detroit to fully understand my financial freedom plan for you!  And how I can 

start getting you that $20,000 to $50,000 monthly aggressive cash flow like 

clockwork.  And how I can help you retire (if you want to) in 36 months or less. 

Soooo...See you in Detroit in March! 

 

Who Else Wants to Be  

a Money Funnel Marketing Millionaire? 
 

This is NOT supposed to be just for anyone.  And if you’re meant to be at 

this event, you’ll make it.  I’m not here to twist your arm to come to this, even 

though I know deep down inside how financially life-transformative this WILL be 

for you.  But, I can’t make someone do something they’re not ready for. 

And only you know how badly you want a profitable Money Funnel 

Business to finally allow you to have, be, and afford everything you’ve ever 

dreamed of! 

If you have any questions, feel free to ask. Give us a call at (661) 295-

5050 or email me directly at mm@monicamain.com. 

 
 

See you there! 

 
Your mentor, 

 
Monica Main 

www.MonicaMain.com 

 
P.S.  The event is in Detroit, Michigan on March 20th & 21st (and the 22nd also if you’re Platinum VIP for the 

workshop portion of this event).  It's at a "secret" location that will be revealed once you register for the event.  Please 

You can see from this picture that we have a 
BLAST at these events, especially in Detroit 
where we stay out pretty late each night, 

having fun together as a group the entire time.   

You MUST sign up as Platinum VIP so you can be in 
the front row, attend dinners with me for 3 nights, 

and to take advantage of the workshop on the final 
day (March 22nd) so you can get one-on-one 

attention to build your online business PLUS you’ll 
get the videos of the entire seminar!  Register NOW! 
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be sure to register soon because our room block guaranteeing $159/night is LIMITED.  The cut-off time is one month 

before the event and then the pricing goes up to $209/night IF there are any rooms left at all.  BOOK EARLY!!  

 

P.P.S.  I'm offering this seminar at a SUPER LOW PRICE but it'll keep increasing drastically.  You WILL be punished 

for delay.  Don't wait.  If you need a payment plan that's special for your needs, call my office Monday through Friday 

at (661) 295-5050 and we will work with you! 

 

Real Money Funnel Success Stories… 
 

eet one of our most successful students:  Bev Thiessen.  She is making OVER 
$85,000 per month in NET PROFITS from two very powerful types of 
products: stock trading information and skincare products (including 

skincare oral supplements for anti-aging).   
In Bev’s own words:  “Even though my personal health has been a challenge in 

recent years, this business that Monica help set me up in has given me the 
financial freedom to be able to take the time I need to care for myself.  My only 
regret is that I didn’t know about this ten or twenty years ago.” 

Or what about our corporate video guy.  If you’ve been to ANY Monica 
Main event since March 2010, you would have seen the guy who shoots the videos for 
the events.  His name is Jesse Josefsson.   Over the years, taping our events, he started 
taking a deep interest in the strategies that were covered when it came to internet 
marketing. Nowadays, Jesse is doing about $30,000 to $40,000 per month with his 
website:  www.SyncMyMusic.com.  Because he is “busy” with his business and taking 
frequent vacations, it’s getting harder and harder for us to get him to do the video 
work for our events anymore!  (Important note:  Jesse already committed to 
doing the video sessions in the for this event which includes him personally 
helping you with your websites!  This is a SUPER RARE treat because you’ll be 
getting personalized hands-on assistance PLUS his own personal money-making 
strategies during this event!) 

 
“If you want the real deal, go to a Monica Main event.  She’s all content, no sales pitch like most of those seminars out 

there.  And the content she delivers is out of this world.  Be ready for your brain to melt because she gives you every 

detail you’ll need plus some to make a ton of money.”     ~Laura Gibson-Meyers 

 

“I’ve been to several Monica Main events and each time she presents such powerful information that can change 

anyone’s life if they apply themselves.  I’ve never seen anyone give this type of step-by-step information before in any 

kind of venue.  Definitely worth ten times the price.”     ~Mark Hillberg 

 

“I am really lucky to have run across Monica online.  Over the years I’ve learned so much including real estate and 

aggressive income businesses.  Thanks to her I’m financially free with a home-based business and three small 

multifamily properties. Between both I’m making enough money that I don’t have to work at a job that I know I’ll 

hate.  I’m continuing to work the plan that’s been laid out – Monica’s plan – and at this rate in another year I won’t 

need to continue with my home business if I don’t want because I’ll have enough in passive income for me to retire.  

Thanks for everything.”        ~Abel Jimenez 

 

“You can’t go wrong with going to Monica’s seminar or reading her courses.  She’ll tell you everything you need to 

know and information you won’t get anywhere else to be financially free.”  ~Jon Engetz 

 

For Video Testimonials, Visit www.MonicaMainSeminars.com 

M 
Beverly-Anne Thiessen 

Successful Money Funnel Student  
She Makes Over $85,000/Month 

Jesse Josefsson 
He Makes $30,000 to $40,000/Month 
with His Website: SyncMyMusic.com.  
See His Amazing Success Story Video 
at MonicaMain.com/Testimonials. 
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Money Funnel Internet Cash Flow Seminar Event in Detroit, Michigan 
 

CHOOSE ONE OPTION:                                                      By 02/21/2020          After 02/21/2020 
 

❑ General Admission (Same as Gold, Back Row Seating)  $   797 + $ 397/Guest     $    997 + $ 497/Guest 
❑ GOLD VIP (March 20th & 21st Only, No Workshop)            $   997 + $ 497/Guest     $ 1,497 + $ 597/Guest 
 

❑ PLATINUM VIP (March 20th – 22nd + 3 Dinners)                $ 1,497 + $ 997/Guest    $ 2,497 + $ 997/Guest 
 

GUEST NAME(S) (IF APPLICABLE): _________________________________________________________ 
 

 

SPECIAL BONUS: 
 

"I am paying in full now either via credit card or by check/money order;  
 I am choosing ONE of the following free gifts:"  
 

❑ 3 Profitable Money Funnel Clones     ❑ Money Funnel 3.0 Workshop (on DVD) 
 
 

 

CHECK ONE BOX ONLY: 
 

❑ Full Payment 
❑ Split Pay (1/2 Now and 1/2 on Friday, March 13th)* 
❑ Special Payment Plan (CALL OUR OFFICE TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS: 661-295-5050) 

 

*IF YOU ARE PAYING BY CHECK, CASHIER’S CHECK, OR MONEY ORDER, FULL PAYMENT IS REQUIRED.   
WE CANNOT DO SPLIT PAYMENT PLANS WITHOUT A CREDIT CARD. 

 

HERE’S HOW TO REGISTER FOR THIS AMAZING EVENT: 
 

Call In Your Registration: (661) 295-5050                                                                             
 OR Fax Your Registration to: (661) 568-0030 

 

Mail Checks, Cashier’s Checks, and/or Money Orders to:                                                                                       
Success For Life Inc., 27720 Avenue Scott, Suite 150, Valencia, CA  91355 

Mailed Registration Forms MUST Be RECEIVED By Friday, February 21st for Pricing Deal 
 

Or Register ONLINE at:  www.MonicaMainSeminars.com 
 

Full Name Daytime Phone 

Address Apt/Ste # 

City/State Zip Code 

Credit Card # (Visa, MC, AMEX, Disc) Expiration Date 

Name As It APPEARS On Credit Card CID/CVC # (3-Digits, 4-Digits on AMEX)  

Billing Address (If Different) Email Address 

Signature 

 

Special Instructions (If any) 

 


